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Outer membrane protein (OMP) biogenesis is an essential

process for maintaining the bacterial cell envelope and

involves the �-barrel assembly machinery (BAM) for OMP

recognition, folding and assembly. In Escherichia coli this

function is orchestrated by five proteins: the integral outer

membrane protein BamA of the Omp85 superfamily and four

associated lipoproteins. To unravel the mechanism underlying

OMP folding and insertion, the structure of the E. coli BamA

�-barrel and P5 domain was determined at 3 Å resolution.

These data add information beyond that provided in the

recently published crystal structures of BamA from Haemo-

philus ducreyi and Neisseria gonorrhoeae and are a valuable

basis for the interpretation of pertinent functional studies.

In an ‘open’ conformation, E. coli BamA displays a significant

degree of flexibility between P5 and the barrel domain, which

is indicative of a multi-state function in substrate transfer.

E. coli BamA is characterized by a discontinuous �-barrel with

impaired �1–�16 strand interactions denoted by only two

connecting hydrogen bonds and a disordered C-terminus. The

16-stranded barrel surrounds a large cavity which implies a

function in OMP substrate binding and partial folding. These

findings strongly support a mechanism of OMP biogenesis in

which substrates are partially folded inside the barrel cavity

and are subsequently released laterally into the lipid bilayer.
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1. Introduction

Outer membrane protein (OMP) biogenesis is essential in

order to maintain the indispensable functions of the bacterial

outer membrane (OM). Outer membranes act as a protective

physical barrier and at the same time facilitate transmembrane

trafficking of nutrients and signalling molecules. Thus, the

proper targeting, folding and insertion of a variety of different

integral �-barrel proteins are essential for the viability of

Gram-negative bacteria (Hagan et al., 2011; Knowles et al.,

2009; Ricci & Silhavy, 2012). Owing to their evolutionary

relationship, the machinery facilitating OMP biogenesis exists

in Gram-negative bacteria, mitochondria and chloroplasts. In

bacteria, the complex in charge of substrate recognition and

processing is referred to as the �-barrel assembly machinery

(BAM; Noinaj et al., 2013; Voulhoux et al., 2003). The central

component of this multiprotein complex, BamA, consists of an

integral outer membrane protein and belongs to the conserved

Omp85 superfamily. BamA is composed of a membrane-

embedded C-terminal �-barrel domain and a variable number

of N-terminal polypeptide transport-associated (POTRA)

domains which locate to the periplasmic space (Gentle et al.,

2005; Schleiff & Becker, 2011; Zeth & Thein, 2010).

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1107/S1399004714007482&domain=pdf&date_stamp=2014-05-30


In Escherichia coli the BAM complex consists of five

proteins, BamA–BamE, which appear to interact via various

protein–protein interactions (Knowles et al., 2009; Malinverni

et al., 2006; Albrecht & Zeth, 2011). Two proteins of this

complex, namely BamA and

BamD, are essential for cell

survival, while BamB, BamC and

BamE modulate complex activity

and stability (Kim et al., 2007;

Ruiz et al., 2005; Sklar et al., 2007;

Wu et al., 2005). In contrast to

recent studies using E. coli, which

demonstrated that all of the

POTRA domains are required

for normal growth (Browning et

al., 2013), it has previously been

shown that in Neisseria meningi-

tidis POTRA domains 1–4 are

dispensable for protein function,

while POTRA domain 5 (P5) is

essential for cell survival (Bos et

al., 2007). This finding emphasizes

that there are differences in

BamA between organisms and

indicates the need to determine

BamA crystal structures from

several model organisms. Addi-

tional mutational data obtained

for E. coli BamA in vivo indi-

cated that a conserved RGF motif

in the longest loop L6 is impor-

tant for the correct function of

BamA (Clantin et al., 2007; Rigel

et al., 2013; Browning et al., 2013).

Crystal structures of the N-

terminal part of BamA (Gatzeva-

Topalova et al., 2008, 2010; Kim

et al., 2007; Knowles et al., 2007;

Zhang et al., 2011) and of BamB–

BamE (Albrecht & Zeth, 2011;

Dong, Yang et al., 2012; Jansen et

al., 2012; Kim & Paetzel, 2011;

Noinaj et al., 2011; Dong, Hou et

al., 2012; Sandoval et al., 2011;

Endo et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2011;

Knowles et al., 2011) have been

solved in recent years. POTRA-

domain constructs of BamA from

E. coli have been studied by

NMR and SAXS (Gatzeva-

Topalova et al., 2008; Kim et al.,

2007; Zhang et al., 2011). These

studies together showed differing

quaternary arrangements of the

five domains, which indicate flex-

ibility to be one important feature

of the entire periplasmic portion

of BamA. Crystal structures of

BamA from Haemophilus ducreyi
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Figure 1
Sequence alignment of the P5 and OMP domains of the BamA proteins from E. coli, N. meningitidis and
H. ducreyi. Structures of BamA from these different organisms have recently been determined. The
alignment displays their variability in sequence. The alignment was performed using the MUSCLE server
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/) and identical positions in the alignment are indicated by asterisks,
while strongly homologous residues are marked by colons. Weakly homologous residues are marked by
single dots. The POTRA5 domain sequence is colour-coded in dark blue, while �-strands of the barrel are
highlighted in pale blue and numbered accordingly (�1–�16). The elongated loop L6 is depicted in grey.



(lacking three POTRA domains) and N. gonorrhoeae (full

length; Noinaj et al., 2013) as well as of the structurally related

E. coli TamA, a protein involved in translocation of auto-

transporters (Gruss et al., 2013), have recently become avail-

able. The amino-acid sequence alignment in Fig. 1 displays

the analogies and differences between these three organisms;

when compared with the E. coli sequence, H. ducreyi BamA

has 51% identity and N. gonorrhoeae BamA has 34% identity.

The most striking differences are visible in loop 6 (L6;

coloured grey) and in the terminal �-strand (�16), two

important structural features which have implications for the

suggested mechanism of BamA, as we will discuss later here.

Previous work on BamA has revealed important features in

structure and function. (i) Two different conformations of the

POTRA domains exist relative to the �-barrel. One confor-

mation renders the barrel cavity closed, while the other leads

to an open conformation in which the barrel pore is freely

accessible from the periplasmic side. (ii) In N. gonorrhoeae

BamA, the first and the last �-strands (which close the barrel)

only interact by two hydrogen bonds, whereas in most other

�-barrels this interaction is characterized by the presence of

multiple hydrogen bonds. This weak interaction poses the

possibility of a lateral barrel-opening event, for example in

order to release OM substrates into the lipid bilayer or to

expose �-strands to enable the folding of nascent OMPs by

�-augmentation. Molecular-dynamics simulations have indeed

demonstrated that a lateral opening of both N. gonorrhoeae

and H. ducreyi BamA is likely to occur. (ii) The aromatic

girdle is a characteristic trait of �-barrel proteins. It creates a

hydrophobic surface anchoring the barrel at the lipid inter-

face. Crystal structures of both H. ducreyi and N. gonorrhoeae

BamA revealed a reduced hydrophobic surface on one side of

the barrel. This area is localized in close proximity to �-strand

16. A disruption of the hydrophobic interface at this position

might induce local distortions of the lipid bilayer and also a

reduction in membrane thickness. Both effects might facilitate

the efficient insertion of substrates into the OM.

Taken together, these findings support the following model

of BamA-mediated OMP biogenesis, which represents a

synopsis of several models that have recently been discussed:

nascent OMPs interact with the POTRA domains and L6.

Thereby, the OMP is threaded into the BamA barrel. Subse-

quent folding of the nascent OMP provides the energy to

disrupt the hydrogen bonds closing the BamA barrel. Finally,

the OMP is released laterally into the OM. Local distortions

of the lipid bilayer may additionally support this release.

Another conceivable mechanism is a direct folding of OMPs

into the locally distorted lipid bilayer, which does not involve

entry and lateral release by the BamA barrel.

As most biochemical and molecular-biological studies

analysing the mode of action of BamA use E. coli as a model

system, we set out to solve the crystal structure of E. coli

BamA. To this end, we crystallized a construct comprising the

C-terminal �-barrel domain and POTRA domain 5 (BamAP5).

During the preparation of our manuscript, Noinaj and

coworkers reported the crystal structures of N. gonorrhoeae

and H. ducreyi BamA (Noinaj et al., 2013). However, sequence

alignment of H. ducreyi, N. gonorrhoeae and E. coli BamA

reveals numerous differences which might be of critical

importance for further analysis and will be described and

discussed here. Taken together, the structure of E. coli BamA

displays an overwhelming number of interesting details. This

knowledge may serve as a basis for a consistent character-

ization of the final step in OMP biogenesis through lateral

substrate release.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Cloning of BamAP5 from E. coli

The bamAP5 fragment consisting of the �-barrel domain

and the fifth POTRA domain (residues 344–810) of E. coli

BL21 (DE3) was amplified by PCR using chromosomal DNA

as a template, adding a His tag at the C-terminal end. Primer

sequences are available upon request. The PCR product was

digested with NdeI and XhoI and cloned under the control of

an IPTG-inducible promoter of the pET-30b expression vector

(Novagen, Darmstadt, Germany). The construct was verified

by DNA sequencing.

2.2. Purification of BamAP5 from inclusion bodies

The protein was prepared by expression in the bacterial

cytoplasm and isolation and purification of the protein as

inclusion bodies. E. coli BL21(DE3) cells harbouring the

BamAP5 plasmid were grown at 310 K in lysogeny broth

containing 50 mg kanamycin per litre of cell culture. Cells

were harvested by centrifugation at 20 000g, resuspended

in 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8 (buffer X) containing

1 mg ml�1 lysozyme and DNAse and broken using a French

press. The suspension was centrifuged at 75 000g for 20 min

to remove soluble proteins. The pellet was washed twice with

buffer X before resuspension in buffer X containing

5 mg ml�1 lysozyme and 1% lauryldimethylamine N-oxide

(LDAO). This solution was stirred for 3 h to allow entire

degradation of the bacterial peptidoglycan and solubilization

of the inner and outer membranes. After centrifugation of the

solution at 75 000g for 20 min, this step was repeated one more

time in the absence of lysozyme followed by another centri-

fugation step. Finally, the pellet was washed with buffer X

to remove the detergent and pellet at 75 000g for 20 min.

Homogenization of the pellets was carefully performed using a

hand homogenisator.

BamAP5 inclusion bodies were solubilized in denaturing

buffer (6 M Gua–HCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8.5). After centrifuga-

tion and filtration (pore size 0.22 mm), the solution was loaded

onto a 20 ml Ni–NTA column. Unbound material was

removed by washing the column with denaturing buffer

containing 20 mM imidazole. BamAP5 was eluted with dena-

turing buffer containing 300 mM imidazole and displayed a

purity of �98% as judged by SDS–PAGE. For refolding, the

eluate was added dropwise to a tenfold volume of 20 mM Tris,

0.5% LDAO pH 8.4 at 281 K while stirring. After 12 h, the

solution was further diluted using 20 mM Tris pH 8.4 until an

LDAO concentration of 0.2% was reached, and the resulting
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solution was slowly passed through a 20 ml Ni–NTA column.

After loading, the column was washed with ten column

volumes of 20 mM Tris, 0.5% octyl-polyoxyethylene (o-POE)

to exchange the detergent. BamAP5 was eluted with 20 mM

Tris, 300 mM imidazole, 0.5% o-POE pH 8.4. The protein

eluted from the column was concentrated to �20 mg ml�1

using a 50 kDa molecular-weight cutoff membrane (Amicon

Ultra, Millipore). The concentrated protein solution was

divided into portions, which were separately dialyzed through

a 25 kDa membrane against 20 mM Tris pH 8.5 containing

either 0.2% LDAO, 0.1% dodecyl-maltoside (DDM) or 1%

octyl-glucoside (OG), which was added prior to dialysis into

the dialysis chamber and the surrounding buffer. The purity

of the dialyzed proteins was again confirmed by SDS–PAGE

(data not shown).

2.3. Crystallization of BamAP5

Concentrated BamAP5 (16 mg ml�1) with one of the three

detergents LDAO, DDM or OG was screened against ten

different crystallization screens comprising 96 conditions each

(Qiagen). Protein-drop setup was performed by a Honeybee

961 robot (Genomic Solutions), which mixed 0.4 ml protein

solution with 0.4 ml reservoir solution on 96:3 Intelli-Plate

sitting-drop plates (Art Robbins). After 5 d, small crystals

appeared with LDAO under two conditions from The PEGs II

Suite [condition Nos. 4 (200 mM sodium citrate, 15% PEG

400, 100 mM Tris pH 8.5) and 12 (200 mM sodium citrate, 30%

PEG 400, 100 mM Tris pH 8.5)]. The diffraction of these initial

crystals did not extend beyond 5 Å resolution. However,

condition No. 12 appeared to be promising for crystal quality

improvement and was manually varied using hanging drops,

yielding disc-shaped oval crystals with a significantly increased

size but that were mostly embedded in precipitate. The best

diffracting crystals were obtained with a reservoir solution

consisting of 21% PEG 400, 0.5 M sodium citrate, 100 mM Tris

pH 8.5. Crystals were briefly immersed in reservoir solution

supplemented with 20% glycerol/LDAO and were then flash-

cooled in liquid nitrogen. A data set comprising 400 images of

0.5� rotation was collected on beamline X10SA at the Swiss

Light Source, Villigen, Switzerland at 100 K using a Pilatus 6M

detector (Dectris).

2.4. Structure determination of BamAP5

Crystallographic images were integrated and scaled using

the XDS/XSCALE package (Kabsch, 2010). Initial molecular-

replacement trials using the FhaC structure as a search model

failed. However, when the coordinates of BamA from

H. ducreyi became available we succeeded in solving the

structure by molecular replacement using MOLREP and

Phaser and could subsequently place the different subdomains

(Vagin & Teplyakov, 2010; Zwart et al., 2008). Refinement

of the structure was initially performed using the PHENIX

package, but during refinement it turned out that BUSTER

yielded a better geometry of the structure and refinement was

completed with two protein models in the asymmetric unit to

an R and Rfree of 25 and 29%, respectively, at 3 Å resolution

(Smart et al., 2012). The geometry of the structure was

analyzed by MolProbity (http://molprobity.biochem.duke.edu)

and the refinement values are given in Table 1.

2.5. Normal-mode analysis

Normal-mode analysis of BamAP5 using the elNémo server

was used to identify potential structural changes based on the

B-factor distribution of the residues (http://www.igs.cnrs-mrs.fr/

elnemo/index.html). The parameters used for the low-

frequency mode calculations were DQMIN = �300, DQMAX

= 300 and DQSTEP = 20. Three different conformations of

the undisturbed protein model in orange (DQMIN = 0), the

weakly disturbed model in green (DQMIN = �140) and a

more strongly disturbed model in blue (DQMIN = �300) are

shown in Fig. 2(b).

3. Results

3.1. Protein purification, crystallization and structure
solution of BamAP5

The BamAP5 protein was produced in E. coli as inclusion

bodies, which were carefully purified from remaining cellular

proteins before being refolded using LDAO as a detergent.

Protein purification of the refolded protein was conducted in a

single step using Ni–NTA affinity chromatography. Exchange

into the detergent o-POE with a higher critical micellar

concentration was performed on the same column. Further

detergent substitution into LDAO, DDM or OG to screen

for detergents suitable for crystallization was carried out by

dialysis and the protein was successfully crystallized in the

presence of 0.2% LDAO. Crystallization of the protein was

achieved using 21% PEG 400, 500 mM citrate, 100 mM Tris–

HCl pH 8.5. BamAP5 crystals were formed in space group P21

and diffracted to 3 Å resolution. The phase problem was

solved by molecular replacement using the BamA structure

from H. ducreyi (Noinaj et al., 2013) and the P5 domain
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Table 1
Data-collection and refinement statistics for BamAP5.

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.

Data collection
Space group P21

Unit-cell parameters (Å, �) a = 79.58, b = 67.35, c = 109.79,
� = 90, � = 93.46, � = 90

Resolution (Å) 47–3.0 (3.18–3.00)
Rmerge 0.15 (0.99)
hI/�(I)i 8.6 (1.3)
Completeness (%) 99.6 (99.0)
Multiplicity 4.6 (4.75)

Refinement
Resolution (Å) 47–3.0 (3.12–3.00)
No. of reflections 28588
Rwork/Rfree 0.25/0.29 (0.26/0.31)
No. of atoms

Protein 7026
Water 51

B factors (Å2)
Protein 98.1
Water 105.3

R.m.s. deviations
Bond lengths (Å) 0.009



structure from E. coli (Gatzeva-Topalova et al., 2008) as

models. Initially, the two OMP domains of H. ducreyi were

placed in the asymmetric unit and refined before the P5

domain was localized in difference maps. The asymmetric unit

contains two monomers which face each other from their wide

side, which is stabilized mostly through hydrophobic contacts

(Supplementary Fig. S1a1). The two monomers of the asym-

metric unit are structurally almost identical, with an r.m.s.d. of

0.7 Å for the C� positions of 442 aligned residues (Supple-

mentary Fig. S1b). The monomer with the slightly higher

structural completeness and order was used in the description

and discussion.

3.2. The architecture of the POTRA-5–OMP interface differs
between E. coli, H. ducreyi and N. meningitidis BamA

The extended orientation between POTRA domain 5 and

the OMP module is only stabilized through weak intramole-

cular interactions between conserved residues of the inter-

domain element (connecting P5 and the OMP domain) and

turn 1 (T1) of the OMP domain which links strands �2 and �3

(Figs. 2a and 2c). Residues of the inter-domain element

contributing hydrogen bonds are Asn448 (to Lys419 and

Asn422) and Asn422 to Asp447. Further stabilization of

POTRA domain 5 is achieved through intermolecular inter-

actions with loop structures of symmetry-related molecules.

This conformation is likely to resemble one of several tran-

sient conformations which might be adopted by the POTRA

domains (Fig. 2b). High crystallographic temperature factors
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Figure 2
Analysis of conserved residue patterns and B-factor distribution in E. coli BamAP5. Conserved residues colour-coded in dark blue were identified on the
basis of the sequence alignment shown in Supplementary Fig. S2 and subsequently mapped onto the structure. (a) The structure in orange is shown from
the narrow side of the barrel. The hinge region between the BamAP5 and BamAOMP domains may allow flexible movements between these domains as
indicated by arrows (left panel). The right panel depicts the same structure rotated around the y axis by 90�. (b) While there are minor interactions
between BamAOMP and BamAP5 in the undisturbed structure, the third elastic network model from the elNémo analysis in blue exhibits interactions
between L1/L2 and the POTRA domain. (c) The BamA structure illustrated from essentially the same orientation as in (b). Conserved residues of the
structure are marked in dark blue according to the conservation pattern presented in Supplementary Fig. S2. The left panel shows a close-up of the
BamAP5 and BamAOMP domain interfaces and indicates increased flexibility in turns 1 and 2 (T1 and T2) and helix 1 of BamAP5 (�1) according to the
analysis of B factors (B factors are represented using rainbow colours; small B factors are marked in blue, large B factors are represented in red). The
middle panel shows the conserved residues (as in Fig. 3a) of BamAP5 as well as the residues of T1 and T2 colour-coded in dark blue in the same
orientation. In the right panel selected conserved residues are marked by numbers and colours (green, amphipatic residues; red, negatively charged
residues; blue, positively charged residues). In BamAP5 several conserved residues are predominantly positively charged, for example Lys350, Lys361,
Lys366 and Lys367, while the conserved residues in BamAOMP are mostly amphipatic. This distribution reflects the residues accounting for the
interaction between FhaCOMP and FhaCP1–2, where positively charged residues in FhaCP1–2 contact hydrophilic residues in the barrel domain. (d)
Analysis of conservation (left panel) and B-factor distribution (right panel) at the �1/�16 zip-like interface of BamAOMP. Residues of strands �1 and �12–
�16 are particularly conserved. The majority of the �-barrel displays lower B factors and consequently a decreased mobility in comparison to the
POTRA domain, turns and loop structures.

1 Supporting information has been deposited in the IUCr electronic archive
(Reference: MH5121).



of the P5 domain and T1/T2 support this flexible domain

arrangement and are also in line with normal-mode analysis of

the protein domain movements indicating a mobile interface

(Fig. 2c). This interface, including T1 and T2 and two small

segments of P5 (Fig. 2c), is strongly conserved in BamA-like

proteins and therefore indicates a functionally important

interface (Supplementary Fig. S2). Further strongly conserved

residues of BamAOMP with implications for BamA function

and mechanism are found in strands �1 and �12–�16 and the

elongated loop L6 (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. S2). Most

of these conserved residue patches can be assigned to specific

functions or to structural maintenance of the �-barrel fold

(Supplementary Fig. S2). In N. meningitidis BamA the stabi-

lity of the entire periplasmic POTRA domain is maintained by

interactions between POTRA domain 1 and the loop structure

folding inside the barrel and connecting �8 and �9. The

elongated part of the POTRA domain is stabilized by inter-

actions with the adjacent POTRA and barrel domains of

two symmetry-related proteins in the crystal packing. In the

H. ducreyi BamA�3 structure the stability of the three

POTRA domains is ensured by interactions between POTRA

domain 1 and the small periplasmic loop structure connecting

�1 and �2. Furthermore, POTRA domain 4 forms an extended

network of interactions with the extraplasmic loop structure of

a symmetry-related molecule (see Fig. 5a).

3.3. The OMP domain represents a weakly closed b-barrel
forming a large cavity

The structure of BamAOMP is formed by a barrel of 16

�-strands with variable length (5–13 residues). The ellipsoidal

barrel form shows a strong similarity to the BamA structures

from N. meningitidis and H. ducreyi (r.m.s.d.s of 2.7 Å for

353 C� positions and 1.6 Å for 367 C� positions, respectively;
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Figure 3
The crystal structure of BamAP5 displays a discontinuous �-barrel. (a) The structure of BamAP5 shown as a cartoon model in orange from opposite sides
related by a rotation around the y axis of 180�. The POTRA and the OMP domains are termed BamAP5 and BamAOMP, respectively; �-strands (�1–�16)
and the termini (NT and CT) are indicated. On the right the structure is shown as a top view from the extracellular side with the loops (defined as L1–L8)
colour-coded in blue and green tones. (b) Enlarged view of the loosely closed barrel moiety at the transition between �1 and �16 demonstrating the
unusual organization of the C-terminus folding inside the barrel interior. This conformation is stabilized by residue Lys808 shown in stick representation
through the formation of a hydrogen bond to the �16 residue Asn805 (marked by a dashed line). Conserved residues are marked with asterisks. (c) View
onto the �1/�2/�16 strands in line representation. Two hydrogen-bond interactions between �1 and �16 lead to the weak closure of the �-barrel.
Residues are shown in stick representation and hydrogen bonds between interacting residues are shown as dashed lines. The GIGYG motif in �1 is
marked with blue labels. All figures were prepared using PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org). (d) 2Fo � Fc OMIT map of the C-terminus calculated at 1�
with residues 802–808 removed from the refinement and phasing. The backbone is shown as a ribbon while side chains are shown in stick representation.



Noinaj et al., 2013) and a significantly lower structural simi-

larity to the two-component protein-export machinery FhaC

(r.m.s.d. of 3.1 Å for 259 C� positions; Clantin et al., 2007).

The insertase structure appears with an open cavity laterally

surrounded by hydrophobic barrel residues and vertically by

the extended loop structures (L3 and L6–L8) which tightly

close the barrel for the incoming substrate (Figs. 3a, 3b and

Fig. 4). The very C-terminus of BamAOMP comprising the

conserved aromatic residue Trp810 that is ordered in all OMP

proteins is disordered and the terminus folds backwards into

the barrel interior (Fig. 3b). In E. coli BamA this particular

conformation is stabilized through hydrogen bonding between

Lys808 (the last structured residue) and Asn805 (Figs. 3b and

3c). The interface between �1 and the short �16 strand is weak

and is stabilized only by two main-chain hydrogen bonds

(Fig. 3c). Thus, the C-terminus of BamAOMP could not only
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Figure 4
The L6 loop of BamAP5 shows an extended and very complex fold. (a) The two panels of this figure represent independent views of BamA from the top
(facing the extracellular space; EC) and from the side. The views are related to each other by a rotation of the protein by 90� around the x axis. The loops
L1–L5 and L7–L8 are colour-coded in blue and green tones, while the L6 loop is colour-coded in forest green and shown as a surface representation. The
extension and volume of the loop leads to a complete closure of the barrel at the side exposed to the extracellular space. Mutational data of the highly
conserved RGF motif of L6 have shown the influence of this loop in BamAP5 in supporting folding of outer membrane proteins and BamA biogenesis.
(b) A conserved and functionally essential RGF motif in loop L6 attaches the loop tip to the barrel wall. The figure shows the BamA protein in an orange
ribbon representation. All loops are shown in the same colours as in (a). The L6 loop is shown in forest green surrounded by a surface representation of
the loop in grey. Residues involved in the loop–barrel interaction are marked with numbers (Glu717 and Asp740 on the barrel and Arg661 on the loop
tip). All of these residues are strongly conserved as shown in the alignment in Supplementary Fig. S2. Besides a number of additional interactions, the L6
loop is strongly stabilized in this configuration by the two salt bridges marked by dashed lines. (c) The structure of BamAP5 in ribbon representation with
residues of the loop L6 marked in stick representation. Side view of BamAP5 with the colour-coding used in (a). Residues on loop L6 and the interacting
structures (loops and �-strands) are marked in stick representation. Strands with residues interacting with the L6 loop are marked (�9–�16). The
structure is shown from two perspectives related by a rotation of 180� around the y axis.



function as a targeting signal for membrane insertion, but

could also play a role in the lateral gating event. The stability

of the �1 strand is further decreased through a GIGYG motif

increasing flexibility at this position together with a small

�-bulge on �2 (residues Ser436–Ser439) which does not allow

saturated intra-strand �1/�2 hydrogen-bond pattern forma-

tion, similar to the porins from Comamonas acidovorans and

N. gonorrhoeae (Zeth et al., 2000, 2013). A representative

OMIT map is shown in Fig. 3(d).

3.4. The loop L6 forms an extended structure in BamAP5

closing the extraplasmic side

Another functionally important motif of BamA is the

extended loop structure of L6, which closes the extracellular

side of the �-barrel (Fig. 4a). This elongated loop of 68 resi-

dues (Asp639–Asn706) spans the entire width of the pore in

a complex fashion and forms a variety of mostly conserved

interactions with the barrel and interactions stabilizing the

particular three-dimensional conformation (Fig. 4a and

Supplementary Fig. S2). One loop motif comprising residues

Arg661–Phe663 was shown to be functionally essential for

OMP and BamA folding (Fig. 4b; Leonard-Rivera & Misra,

2012). Based on the structure, the strongly conserved Arg661

residue appears to be particularly important for the attach-

ment of the loop to the barrel wall through interactions with

the conserved residues Glu717 (on �13) and Asp740 (on �14)

(Fig. 4b). In contrast to FhaC, in which the homologous loop

folds back to the periplasmic space, this loop in BamA does

not strongly contribute to a narrowing of the pore diameter.

Owing to the number of inter-

loop and intra-loop interactions

and the low B factors of the L6

residues embedded in the OMP

barrel, it appears plausible that

this loop has an important func-

tion in the formation of a plug

which firmly closes the barrel

structure (Fig. 4). Furthermore,

based on the numerous inter-

actions of L6 with �-sheets and

surrounding loop structures, L6

has an important function in the

overall architectural maintenance

of the protein (Fig. 4c).

4. Discussion

Outer membrane protein

biogenesis is the process which

ultimately leads to the folding

and insertion of outer membrane

proteins (OMPs) as a result of

multiple interactions and transfer

steps of the preprotein with

periplasmic chaperones and the

BAM complex. Following these

multiple interactions and the

formation of a transient complex

between the substrate and

BamA, the OMP is released into

the outer membrane.

Two structures of BamA from

N. gonorrhoeae (the full-length

protein) and H. ducreyi

(BamA�3; a construct missing

three POTRA domains) have

recently been solved by X-ray

crystallography and have allowed

insights into the terminal

mechanistic step by which OMP

proteins could be assembled and
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Figure 5
Structure comparison of BamA from E. coli, N. gonorrhoeae and H. ducreyi. (a) The structures are depicted
in cartoon representation. The superposition of the structures resulted in r.m.s.d.s of 2.7 Å for the protein
derived from N. gonorrhoeae (NgBamA; 353 residues were superimposed) and 1.6 Å for the protein
derived from H. ducreyi (HdBamA�3; 367 residues were superimposed). These values coincide well with
the sequence relationship of the proteins, with 34% identity between BamAP5 and N. gonorrhoeae BamA
and 51% identity between BamAP5 and H. ducreyi BamA�3. (b) Close-up of the �1/�16-strand barrel
opening of the three structures in the same orientation as (a) using the same colour-coding as defined in (a).
(c) Close-up of the domain boundaries between the OMP and P5 domains (colour-coding as above). The
figure shows the different orientations of the POTRA domains relative to the OMP domains of the three
BamA structures.



released into the OM (Noinaj et al., 2013). Conformational

changes in the POTRA-domain arrangements of the two

systems and the weakly locked �-barrel in H. ducreyi

BamA�3 are indicative of a mechanism which involves the

POTRA domain in substrate transfer followed by opening

of the barrel domain. These experimental data were under-

pinned by molecular-dynamics studies, which show the tran-

sient opening of the H. ducreyi BamA�3 barrel at the �1/�16

transition.

In our complementary study, we present the structure of

BamA from E. coli comprising the terminal POTRA domain 5

(for a structural comparison of all BamA proteins, see Fig. 5).

In analogy to the BamAs from N. gonorrhoeae and H. ducreyi,

E. coli BamA is also composed of 16-stranded �-barrel, as

recently reinforced for in vivo-assembled chimeric BamA

proteins (Volokhina et al., 2013), and not of a 12-stranded

barrel as predicted earlier (Voulhoux et al., 2003). Our struc-

ture not only exhibits a number of distinct features but will

also serve as the basis for further biochemical studies speci-

fically obtained using the E. coli model system.

One significant difference between the published structures

and BamAP5 is the orientation of P5 relative to the �-barrel

domain, which is maintained by only two hydrogen bonds (see

Fig. 3). Moreover, the P5 domain forms crystal contacts to

crystallographically related molecules. Notably, the formation

of crystal contacts mediated by the POTRA domain is a

general feature of all BamA structures, and these contacts

may have implications for the quaternary architecture of these

structures. As a consequence, the conformational space of the

POTRA domain relative to the barrel domains potentially

reflects only a subpopulation of states which in solution may

be much larger than represented by the three structures.

Although the interface between the OMP domain and P5 is

strongly conserved and stably maintained in FhaC and

H. ducreyi BamA�3, it becomes obvious from the structures

of BamAP5 and N. gonorrhoeae BamA that this interface

can be broken based on weak mechanical forces. Another

important feature for BamA function is the �-barrel archi-

tecture of BamA. This weakly connected barrel in BamAP5

shows similarity to the arrangement observed in N. gonor-

rhoeae BamA, with a weakly connected barrel wall interaction

between �1 and �16, and supports the idea of lateral substrate

release. In contrast to N. gonorrhoeae BamA, in which the

POTRA architecture blocks access to the hydrophobic cavity

while the �1/�16 transition remains weakly formed, in

BamAP5 the hydrophobic cavity is unlocked in the presence of

a weak �1/�16 contribution (Noinaj et al., 2013).

Lateral opening of the barrel as a mechanism in OMP

biogenesis has previously been proposed for Tom40, a

component of the mitochondrial TOM machinery (transloca-

tion of the outer membrane; Rapaport, 2005) and more

recently also for the TAM complex (Gruss et al., 2013), which

is involved in autotransporter biogenesis (Selkrig et al., 2013),

as well as for N. gonorrhoeae BamA and H. ducreyi BamA�3.

This opening may be accompanied by a transient fusion of the

two barrels followed by OMP release into the membrane or

by release through a narrow gate as demonstrated for the Sec

system for the biogenesis of �-helical inner membrane

proteins (Lycklama & Driessen, 2012). Such a transient fusion

event of two �-barrels could be accomplished by displacing

�-strands 1 and 16 of BamA and adding laterally �-strands

from the substrate (�-augmentation). Beta-augmentation as

an important interaction mechanism for initiation of substrate

folding has previously been described for the BamA POTRA

domains forming a hydrophobic groove for �-barrel substrates

(Kim et al., 2007; Gatzeva-Topalova et al., 2008). In addition,

�-augmentation of the BamA barrel with an OMP substrate

barrel could also be important for passenger domain secretion
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Figure 6
Model of the final step in OMP biogenesis catalyzed by BamA. (a) Unfolded but stabilized OMP protein is aligned at the POTRA interface. (b) Strand
(pairs) subsequently entering the cavity provided by BamA with a diameter of�3� 1.5 nm. Within the cavity, folding is enhanced and the stability of an
initial hairpin contributes to the alignment of �-strands. (c) Further accessing �-hairpin elements may lead to additional folding events and laterally force
the zip-like transition of the �1/�16 fracture to open temporarily. While part of the protein is released into the membrane, additional parts of the OMP
can access the cavity until the entire protein has passed through the folding chamber and can finally be released into the outer membrane.



of autotransporter (AT) proteins. A transient interaction with

BamA or TamA, respectively, allows modulation of the flex-

ibility and size of an AT �-barrel, which might also facilitate

the secretion of larger or partially folded passenger domains

(van Ulsen et al., 2013; Sauri et al., 2009; Soprova et al., 2010;

Gruss et al., 2013). In agreement with barrel fusion is the

experiment by Rigel et al. (2013) which suggested a cyclic

mechanism for �-barrel assembly in E. coli. They showed two

distinct conformations of the extended loop L6: a protease-

sensitive surface-exposed conformation and a protease-

resistant conformation in which the loop is folded back into

the lumen of the BamA �-barrel. Although a surface-exposed

state of the L6 loop was not observed for BamA of E. coli as

well as for BamA of N. gonorrhoeae and H. ducreyi, such a

conformation cannot be excluded as the suggested cyclic

mechanism of �-barrel assembly is dependent on BamD and

BamE (Rigel et al., 2013).

Although the fusion of two barrels is a charming hypothesis,

it remains difficult to explain how the strong interaction

between the L6 loop and the surrounding structural topology

is broken on a simple energetic basis. In agreement with the

low B factors, it does not seem to be a plausible mechanism

that this structural entity becomes destabilized during

substrate processing, because this loop of E. coli BamA is in

contact with eight �-strands (�9–�16) and four adjacent loop

structures, and these contacts are mostly conserved. Hence,

it is tempting to speculate that the loop primarily fulfils the

function of structural architecture maintenance of an extra-

cytoplasmic plug (Fig. 4). Moreover, in the particular case of

BamA from E. coli and H. ducreyi BamA�3 the number of

hydrogen bonds which may be contributed to the barrel fusion

is limited owing to the reduced length of the �1 and �16

strands.

BamA is a highly conserved protein of the Omp85 super-

family and is present in bacteria, mitochondria and chloro-

plasts (Webb et al., 2012). However, the first insight into

the molecular details of a member of this superfamily was

obtained when the crystal structure of FhaC was determined.

FhaC is a member of the two-partner secretion system which

mediates the translocation of filamentous haemagglutinin

(FHA) into the extraplasmic medium (Clantin et al., 2007).

It was shown that the FHA substrate initially interacts with

POTRA domain 1 and is further translocated to the FhaC

barrel domain which mediates export of the protein into the

extracellular space. The export of substrate proteins, in

comparison to lateral release as for the Omp85 superfamily,

requires another protein architecture with lateral stability and

extraplasmic access. This requirement is facilitated through

removal of the N-terminal helix and extraplasmic opening,

allowing the export of FHA substrate.

In summary, four features of the BamA architecture are

important and are very likely to have functional implications:

(i) the discontinuous barrel, (ii) the flexible POTRA/OMP

arrangement, (iii) the strongly conserved and essential loop

L6 and (iv) the flexible arrangement of POTRA domains as

determined by NMR, SAXS and X-ray crystallography

(Gatzeva-Topalova et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2007; Ward et al.,

2009). In addition, a conserved and elongated turn element T4

between �8 and �9 constricts access to this cavity from the

opposite side of the barrel. Together, these elements allow the

plausible mechanism deduced from the insertase structure,

explaining OMP protein folding and biogenesis on the basis

of the BamA scaffold. POTRA-domain flexibility within

POTRA domains and relative to the barrel domain may drive

the substrate movement forwards to the OMP barrel domain.

The most fragile part of the barrel exists between �1 and �16,

which may be easily ruptured by small mechanic interactions,

for example through the initial formation of �-hairpins in the

BamA cavity which can serve as a folding compartment for the

incoming OMP barrel. The volume of this cavity in BamAP5 is

15 200 Å3 and its dimensions would allow the folding of at

least two �-hairpin motifs, which is a spontaneous energeti-

cally driven process through simple hydrogen-bond formation

within a chaperone-like environment (Fig. 6). Additional

hairpins entering the cavity would further extend the protein

volume and thereby force the newly folding subdomains to

overcome the small energetic barrier of transient barrel

opening. Subsequent �-hairpins will be released and diffuse

into the membrane to assemble therein until the last �-hairpin

has folded and is released from the cavity. The current models

do not exclude partial or entire fusion of BamA with the OMP

substrate protein and its subsequent release, as suggested by

Gruss et al. (2013). However, this seems unlikely given the

multiple interactions between the extended loop structures

and additional interactions of the barrel domain.
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